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We strongly recommend competitors have their own transponders. It saves you and us time and trouble
and will be no more than hiring a transponder for just 4 round. Our timing system de-coder and server
are:

MyLaps is the most used timing system in the World.
Our latest system can time from ALL MyLaps and AMB transponder versions except Motocross types.
This includes the very latest TR2 transponder.
The TR2 is the version you will receive if you are a new subscriber to MyLaps and the pricing is the same
as the X2. Don’t worry the X2 version will continue to work and be fully guaranteed as before, plus your
subscription renewal will be at lower cost than year 1.
The type you should hire is KART or CAR/BIKE —–– NOT MX.
If you intend to ride 2 or more different bikes in different classes and just use 1 transponder you will
need to purchase an additional holder or holders and we will carry these to sell at the meetings. Even
better of course is to have a transponder per bike. Make sure to order the rechargeable version.
Below is the link to “buy” transponders:

http://www.buytransponders.com/
There you will find the options for Karting, Car / Bike, and (the one you don’t want), Motocross. The Karting
option should be fine for all we do but it could be a good idea, for those that intend to ride the longer tracks
and big bikes in the future, to go for the Car / Bike as that is much higher speed rated. However we have
found the Kart version to be OK at Lydden Hill and Mallory Park on the MK-GP70, even though this is a
quick bike able to do 100mph, as the start finish timing loops are not in the fastest part of the straight.
There will be SOME transponders available to hire at each meeting from Minimoto Racing (Ian) but it might
be best to contact him first to ensure one is available for you. The phone number for Minimoto Racing is
on the home page. The cost having your own transponder is about the same as hiring at just 4
events and, at the moment, if you use the code - fabtr2 - you will receive a 10% discount.
Entry to round 1 at Llandow in March will be your 2020 registration, there is no registration fee to pay. If
you don’t have a transponder in time just put TBC in the box and that will allow you to continue to payment.
If you will be at the pre-season event in March at Finestrat Spain we will be using the
MyLaps timing system there so remember to bring your MyLaps TR2, X2 or AMB transponder
with you. And chargers of course!! There will be some transponders to hire at the Finestrat
track but there will be a cost, and you will have to pay a deposit as well.
To save you time you could fill in the 2020 Declaration & Agreement form and take it with
you to Finestrat, there is a link from the home page. This declaration will also be valid for
all Cool FAB Events in 2020. Please try and keep it flat and not creased !!
Note: The links above take you to a specific seller but please order elsewhere if you prefer.

The New MyLaps TR2 Transponder >>

Use Code:
fabtr2
for 10% discount.

